Latest Yunus Environment Hub
News
Catch up on what we have been doing at Yunus Environment Hub
the past months, get connected with our global network during the
upcoming events and check out the latest opportunities and other
novelties regarding social businesses, the circular economy, carbon
neutrality and many more. Read it with joy!

Launch of the Build Back
Better Social Business
Program
Together with the GIZ we
launched the Build Back Better
Social Business Program that
will support 25 social
businesses in Kenya to
harness the advantages of
the circular economy for a
sustainable and resilient
recovery from the impact of
the COVID-19 pandemic.
The 16-month program involves
implementing individualised
business solutions based on
entrepreneur’s needs, as well as
societal and current global
environmental challenges.
Gain more insights into the
program here:

Launch of the SHE STARS
Program
We launched our SHE STARS –
See Her Empowered – program
for female entrepreneurs in
Kenya that we developed and
implemented in partnership with
Absa Bank Kenya and GIZ.
The SHE STARS Program
supports female
entrepreneurs from various
sectors in Kenya to overcome
some of the most prevalent
challenges of today’s women
in the business world. Within
the next 18 months, we will train
1,500 women-led micro, small
and medium enterprises to build
more resilient, sustainable, and
competitive businesses.
Do you want to learn more
about the program?

Learn more

More info

ValuCred: Start of SPM
testing in five pilot
countries

Amazonas Verde: Naturebased solutions to reduce
CO2 emissions

For fair remuneration of workers

Yunus Environment Hub took a

and transparency along the
plastic waste value chain, a new
and innovative approach is
needed. Over the past months,

trip to the Amazon rainforest
where we shot a documentary
with Azimut Company. We love
to share positive stories and

ValuCred developed a
standardized process model
(SPM) that can be replicated

showcase social business
solutions such as Amazonía
Emprende-Escuela Bosque that

internationally and will be
supported by specially designed
platform-neutral ApplicationProgramming Interface (API).

are contributing towards a world
of three zeros.
Amazonía Emprende is restoring

After a rigorous selection
process, ValuCred has chosen

the native forest and preventing
deforestation by creating naturebased solutions and engaging

partners to test and adapt the
SPM and API in five pilot
countries: India, Vietnam, Ghana,

local farmers and communities in
their implementation. Read
more about the business

Brazil and Angola.

model and take a look at our
trip to the Amazon:

Watch our recently published
ValuCred image film and stay
tuned for updates to come in
the next weeks:
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Yunus Environment Hub is the global social business network
creating solutions for the environmental crisis.
info@yunuseh.com
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